Evolve – Acrobatic Silhouette Act
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EVOLVE - ACROBATIC SILHOUETTE ACT
The perfect silhouette show for international audiences! If you thought you’d seen it all, take a look at this!
Evolve is an exciting show based around our incredible capabilities, inventions and achievements throughout our history. Watch as the main character is taken on a
journey to look back at what we’ve achieved! Stunning images are shown of building the first wheel; A pyramid; An Egyptian sphinx; Discovering gravity; Building
a steam train; Electricity; Green energy with windmills; A car; Aero plane; Phone; The digital age with Wi-Fi, tablets, phones and cameras; Space travel and of
course walking on the moon! The show is about our past, our growth, the present and looking optimistically forward to our future! Together, what can we achieve
next?

We are a team of ex-gymnasts and sports acrobats that create incredible balances, lifts, somersaults and dance all whilst melting our silhouettes into one unique
and mesmerizing image, one after the other. This is a very creative and difficult process which shows off months of planning & rehearsals, incredible attention to
detail and our highly skilled acrobatics. Evolve is an inspiring piece set to an uplifting soundtrack, your guests will absolutely love it and leave feeling exhilarated!
Our audience reaction speaks for itself! Want to change any of the content to suit your culture/theme? Want your city skyline to appear in this show? Want to
highlight a key figure of your choice? Want to incorporate your product/logo in the show? Get in touch! It’s all possible.
Notes & Prices
Price: £POA
Performance time: 13 minutes (8 acrobatics and 2 x crew)
Sound: A good quality recognised sound system, floor monitor, CD player (with operator) is required. Firebird Events can provide the aforementioned: from £POA
Lighting Requirements: All house lights and exterior lighting to be switched off or down to a minimal.
Projection is provided as part of the our package (client can provide if required, full technical information upon request)







Projector – 5000 lumens. 1.2:1 ratio lens and a back up projector - 3000 lumens. 1.2:1 ratio lens.
Projector stand – minimum height is 40cm above stage level.
Freestanding back projected screen of viewing size 4.88 meters wide X 3.6 meters high. Total frame size including borders is 5.18 meters wide X 3.96 meters high. A
15cm black border at floor level is essential i.e A non transparent border of 15cm runs in between the stage surface and the viewing area of the screen. Size of screen
to be discussed and agreed prior to event.
Stands with black drapes either side of screen to prevent the audience from viewing the backstage area and stereo audio feed on XLRs at side of stage.
Dance lino that sits on top of the stage surface, this will be taped down.
All show props

Space & Stage Requirements: A clear, flat, smooth or carpeted level surface of minimum 8 meters wide X 7 meters deep X 4.5 meters high. This performance area is best
raised on a stage for maximum visibility for all guests
Dressing Room: A private dressing room with space for stretches and a full length mirror.
Video CLICK HERE

notes
WHY US








We won silver for the best “event provider” at the M&It 2018 industry awards
We always strive to exceed customers’ expectations through our consistent attention to detail and unrivalled dedication to excellence.
We have over 15 years of experience in both private and corporate events.
We listen to your objectives and incorporate these whilst aspiring to the very highest of standards.
We have worked with many of Europe’s largest corporations including Ferrari, IBM, British Airways, Toshiba, Coca Cola and AXA Life.
Most importantly, our staff are selected not only for their ability but for their professionalism and friendly manner. Everyone will make an extra effort to ensure that your event is just perfect.
Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance

NOTES







All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.
All prices are subject to availability.
Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance)
Some services / items may be subject to minimum order fee.
Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.
Our operators may require hot food and soft drinks throughout the event.

